Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy Magneto optical indicator film (MOIF) Tensile stress Domain wall (DW) dynamic behavior Threshold magnetic field (TMF) a b s t r a c t Stress measurement that provides early indication of stress status has become increasingly demanding in the field of Non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E). Bridging the correlation between micro magnetic properties and the applied tensile stress is the first conceptual step to come up with a new method of non-destructive testing. This study investigates the characterization of applied tensile stress with in-situ magnetic domain imaging and their dynamic behaviors by using magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy assisted with magneto-optical indicator film (MOIF). Threshold magnetic field (TMF) feature to reflect 180 domain wall (DW) characteristics behaviors in different grains is proposed for stress detection. It is verified that TMF is a threshold feature with better sensitivity and brings linear correlation for stress characterization in comparison to classical coercive field, remanent magnetization, hysteresis loss and permeability parameters. The results indicate that 180
Introduction
Different electromagnetic non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) methods including integration of macro and micro magnetics have been applied for stress characterization [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Magnetic hysteresis loop technique is one of the typical macroscopic NDT&E methods to characterize the stress in ferromagnetic test object [1, 2, 6] . The correlation between mechanical stress and the major/minor hysteresis loop has been widely studied by many researchers [6, 7] . The features extracted from magnetic hysteresis loops e.g. the coercive field, remanent magnetization and hysteresis loss have been conducted to characterize stress status of ferromagnetic object [6, 8, 9] . Dobmann [10] applied the 3MA methods to characterize the applied and residual stress of steel through multi-parameters of macroscopic magnetic detection signals. However, the macro B-H curves reflecting the average magnetic response in different areas has a low spatial resolution for stress assessment. Moreover, classical magnetic properties (e.g. coercivity, remanent magnetization, hysteresis loss, permeability) from global B-H loops are unable to detect small stress variation because of relative low sensitivity and non-linearity.
Due to the progress in magnetic microstructure observation techniques, dynamic characteristic of domain wall (DW) is becoming a topic of interest not only due to its potential applications to magnetic memory, logic devices and soft magnetic materials [11] [12] [13] [14] , but also because of the fascinating future for the high spatial resolution [8, 9, 15, 16 ] measurement of stress in ferromagnetic materials. Perevertov et al. [8, 9] revealed that the tensile stress removed the closure domains of grain oriented Fe-3%Si steel. Klimczyk et al. [17] reported that cutting stress induced the creation of a surface magnetic domain stress pattern. Batista et al. [18, 19] studied DW interactions with cementite precipitate along with macro magnetic responses. The above researches of DW dynamic behavior are confined in the discussion of qualitative analysis. However, the quantitative analyses are essential for stress measurement. Qiu et al. [15] and Gao et al. [16] employed DW motion velocity feature to evaluate the tensile stress in electrical steel. Threshold based magnetic/current field features are widely used for the investigation of DW propagation characteristics under pinning condition [11] [12] [13] [14] 20] . It is verified that the threshold field value has linear relationship with pinning potential [11, 13, 21] . This work extends threshold field feature for stress evaluation. Grain-oriented electrical steels are extensively used in industry e.g. electrical transformers and motors. During production, an insulating surface coating are applied on the electrical steel to prevent corrosion, avoid planar eddy currents and reduce magnetic loss [22, 23] , and it is easy to induce beneficial stress and residual stress in the object. Residual stress with applied beneficial loading has a strong influence on DW movement [23] . To evaluate the stress in the electrical steel, in-situ inspection of magnetic microstructure and their correlation with stress status is timely required. However, the samples preparation e.g. polishing process is a critical issue for magnetic microstructure observation technique. Both bulk magnetic properties and magnetic microstructure are sensitive to insulating surface coating on the electrical steel [22] [23] [24] . This limits in-situ measurement of magnetic domain. Richert et al. [25] proposed an approach for direct domain texture observation by using magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy with the help of magneto-optical indicator film (MOIF). This paper extends the method for stress characterization. The 180°DWs behaviors of a coated grain-oriented electrical steel under different levels of tensile stress along the [0 0 1] direction are measured. The relationship between the behaviors of magnetic dynamic domains and applied tensile stress is investigated. Specifically, surface hysteresis loops considering the 180°D W motion are reported for stress assessment. Threshold magnetic field (TMF), where all 180°DW propagation is finished, is measured under different levels of stress. It is verified that the TMF feature has better sensitivity and linearity for stress evaluation. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the magnetic microstructure observation using the hybrid MOKE with MOIF for the grain boundary (GB) and magnetic domain observation. Section 3 reports experimental results analysis including dynamic 180°DW behaviors, TMF feature and B-H curve for stress evaluation. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in Section 4.
Methodology
2.1. Hybrid MOKE with MOIF for microstructure observation MOKE with assistance of MOIF technique is an indirect imaging method based on the magneto-optical Faraday Effect for the visualization of magnetic stray fields and domains of magnetic materials [25, 26] . The magneto-optical Faraday Effect is an interaction between polarized light and a transparent magneto-optical garnet film [26] [27] [28] , which causes a rotation of the plane of polarization in correspondence with the magnetic field strength. The film with out-of-plane anisotropy has an easy axis of magnetization normal to the sensor surface to make them sensitive to vertical magnetic fields. The magnetic domain structure of the MOIF without magnetic field in the space is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It suggests that the total area of light and dark domains is equal. This can be sketched in Fig. 1(b) . When the MOIF is placed onto the surface of magnetic materials, there has to be a small out of plane component of magnetization in the materials that causes surface poles and thus emerging a stray field [25, 29] as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Then the perpendicular component of the field expands/narrows the area of domains which is parallel/antiparallel to the direction of the field which is shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 2(b) . In addition, hybrid MOKE with MOIF enables to visualize GB distribution as well as magnetic domain texture simultaneously. The GB separates two adjoining grains with different crystal orientation. Both width and orientation of magnetic domains vary with each grain. As a result, profile of GB can be imaged in demagnetized state. This can be seen in Fig. 2 (b). The magnetic field leakage around the GB is significantly higher than in the grain interior when the sample is magnetized. The larger stray field around GB induces larger Faraday signal, leading brighter or darker intensity in the magnetic domain image. Therefore, the shape of GB is mapped although the magnetic domains are in saturation state. The GB profile of HGO sample at a specific field of 880 A m À1 is presented in Fig. 2 (c). Based on the setup and observation, dynamic behaviors of DW can be captured and characterized for stress characterization.
Experiment set-up and sample preparation
To observe the GB and domain textures of steels, three samples of HGO electrical steel are employed for the experimental studies. This material usually has a silicon content of 3% by mass. To avoid corrosion and planar eddy currents, an insulating coating has been applied on the sample surface. The geometrical size of the three samples is 300 mm Â 30 mm Â 0.27 mm shown as Fig. 3 . In this experiment, the steels were applied to an elastically tensile stress up to approximately 61.9 MPa along the rolling direction [0 0 1].
A MOKE microscopy with the assistance of MOIF (dimensional: 20 mm Â 15 mm) is employed for visualization of DWs and GB. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the experimental setup including magnetization configuration, pick-up coil, and applied loading of tensile stress. Fig. 3(b) shows the schematic diagram of the MOKE microscopy system associated with MOIF for observation of magnetic domain and GB. In order to image magnetic domains during dynamic magnetization process, excitation coil with 355 turns wound around sample is used to generate magnetic field with wire diameter of 0.8 mm and wire impedance of 1.8 Ohms, and we calculate the internal field from the current in the magnetization coil. The magnetic laminated yoke is used to close the magnetic flux path. During test, the pickup coil with 363 turns is used to detect the changes of induced voltage inside the sample to find B and H with wire diameter of 0.2 mm and wire impedance of 29 Ohms. A lake shore model 480 flux meter is applied to calculate the magnetic flux by integration of the induced voltage at the pick-up coil.
In this experiment, the sample was demagnetized in a slowly decaying field at 0.01 Hz. The testing was done by using a triangular field waveform with field amplitude of 1000 A m
À1
. The magnetization frequency was 0.01 Hz to stabilize the response in the quasi-static regime. The magnetic microstructures of domain patterns and GB were observed by a longitudinal MOKE microscopy assisted with MOIF. The images of domain textures are captured and recorded by a digital CCD camera, C8484-03G02 with sampling rate of 16.3 Hz. To obtain GB distribution and DW behavior for different grains, the images of domain pattern and GB are obtained separately for each measured areas by moving MOIF. The grain profile, grain size and its distribution of the sample are plotted in the Fig. 4 through edge detection of images from the MOIF. Different grains' DW behaviors and their features for same applied stresses will be studied and compared with conventional hysteresis loops based macro parameters. 
Result and discussion
MOKE in conjunction with MOIF has been applied for microstructure observation of the HGO steels under different levels of tensile stresses. TMF is proposed for stress characterization. Difference of 180°DWs characterization in response to stress for different grains and different samples is studied. Further, the difference of TMF of turn over (TO) tests for different grains is investigated to illustrate the repeatability of TMF behaviors. , all the domains still retain in 180°direction when the applied tensile stress is zero as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In contrast, many À180°domains are observed under a tensile stress of 30.9 MPa as displayed in Fig. 6(b) , and the area of À180°magnetic domains is expanded when the stress grows to 61.9 MPa which is shown in Fig. 7(b) . As the magnetic field reduces to zero (Remanent state), À180°magnetic domains appear at zero stress which is presented in Fig. 5(c) . À180°magnetic domains are expanded and 180°magnetic domains are narrowed at a stress of 30.9 MPa and 61.9 MPa, respectively. This can be seen in Figs. 6(c) and 7(c) . The demagnetizing effect hinders 180°DWs motion under tensile loading [8] . Therefore, higher magnetic field strength needs to be applied to make all the 180°DWs displacement finished.
To quantitatively estimate the stress in the grain, the relationship between stress and DW dynamic characterization is established. We consider 180°surface DWs displacement under different magnetic field strengths. The areas of surface 180°and À180°magnetic domains variation which reflects 180°DW propagation characteristics and it can be expressed as: , and S Nom is zero. If a magnetic field H is applied on the sample, the 180°DWs abruptly displace some distance discontinuously to a position with the minimum energy state. The 180°DWs movement is completed at a specific TMF value. Meanwhile, all 180°and À180 magnetic domains orient at 180°(À180°) direction and S Nom is +1 (À1). As the magnetic field strength exceeds the TMF value, only the magnetic moment rotation contributes to the magnetization process. The 180°and À180°DWs motion process is not only influenced by external factors (e.g. applied stress, temperature and deformation, etc.), but also related to the intrinsic factor (e.g. lattice defects, intrinsic pinning sites and anisotropy, etc.). Hence, the TMF feature highly depends on the individually studied area. This feature is used to detect local magnetic characteristic for stress assessment. TMF value can be obtained when S Nom becomes +1 or À1. In this work, we calculated the TMFs in the major grains for the observation area to understand the difference and robustness.
The profile of S Nom -H curve in grain 1 at zero stress is shown in Fig. 8(a) where all the values are normalized. From the descending branch of the S Nom -H curve at zero stress, all 180°DWs displacement is completed when magnetic field exceeds 25 A m À1 or is
Ws motion occurs. As H P 25 A m -1 ðH 6 À78 A m -1 Þ; all 180°a nd À180 magnetic domains are aligned in 180°(À180°) direction. With different applied tensile stresses, the profile of S Nom -H curves are calculated and shown in Fig. 8(a) . With increasing stresses, S Nom -H curves become constrict and flat. The TMF value shifts to higher values as the stresses increase. It can be noticed that the TMF for grain 1 from the descending branch in the first quadrant, TMF is 23 A m À1 at zero stress, and as the stress grows up to 61.9 MPa, TMF is 258 A m À1 . With different levels of stress, H th1 is measured and plotted in the Fig. 8(b) TMF is a feature for contrast of DW movement. When a tensile stress is applied parallel to a 180°wall the domains on either side grow at the expense of the 90°closure domains, increasing the length of 180°wall. However, with a perpendicular magnetic field, the only contribution to the permeability comes from the 90°walls and so permeability is decreased compared to the unloaded state. For a tensile stress applied perpendicular to a 180°wall the closure domains at each end grow, decreasing the length of 180°wall. It means the changes will depend on the grain orientation and DW configuration including orientation to any stress. 
Difference of TMF for different grains

Figs. 9(a)-(c) and 10(a)-(c) present the magnetic domain pattern at a magnetic field of 25 A m
À1 from descending branch for grains 1 and 2, respectively. At zero stress, all the 180°and À180°magnetic domains orient 180°direction and this is presented in Fig. 5(a) . In contrast, a few À180°domains exist for grains 2 and 3 as shown in Figs. 9(a) and 10(a). Figs. 9(c) and 10(c) present that the width of À180°magnetic domains in grains 3 is higher than grain 1 and 2 at 30.9 MPa or 61.9 MPa. It can be drawn that the 180°DWs dynamic behaviors vary with different grain region.
Figs. 11(a) and 12(a) present S Nom -H loops under different levels of stress for the grains 2 and 3, respectively. The shape of loops for different grains at the same stress has significant differences in term of the smoothness and slope. S Nom -H curves for the grain 2 have a higher average slope than those of grains 1 and 3 under 61.9 MPa. S Nom -H curves for the grain 3 are more smooth than grain 1 and 2 at 0 MPa, 31.5 MPa and 61.9 MPa, which reflects 180°DWs smooth movement in response to magnetic field. Figs. 11(b) For the grains 4-6, the 180°DWs dynamic behaviors, S Nom -H loops and TMFs, are measured. TMFs in grains 4-6 also have linearly correlation with stress. Average TMF value (H th ) with grains 1-6 is calculated, and its correlation with tensile stress is shown in Fig. 13(a) . The quantitative fitted formula is given by: H th ¼ 3:57 Ã r þ 26:74. This quantitative fitted relationship can be used to further predict macro applied tensile stress.
With different grains, the difference in fitting TMF is presented Fig. 13 DWs behavior, S Nom -H loops and TMF with different grains can be interpreted as: (1) Although HGO electrical steels have a f1 1 0g h0 0 1i preferred crystal orientations, the orientation deviations from the ideal Goss orientation lie in the range off about 7
for conventional grain-oriented steel and in the range of about 3
for high permeability grades [30] . Hence, TMFs under different grains have a difference of 20% under tensile stresses linking to the characters of grains, which opens a field for further quantitative investigation of grain orientation using TMF. (2) To avoid the eddy current between lamination, an insulating coating is applied to the surface of HGO electrical steels [22, 23] . Meanwhile, residual stress is generated at the surface of the sample. The remaining residual stress distribution is different in each grain [31] , causing variations in local macro magnetic properties, 180°DWs dynamic behaviors, initial TMF value without applying mechanical stress; (3) With applied loading, the sample leads to a state of macrostress, and the microstress is supported by each grain. Intergranular strains within those grains are related to residual stress [31] , grain orientation [31, 32] . The intergranular strains, which interacted via the magnetostriction with the magnetic moments to provide local energy barriers for the 180°DW motion, are inhomogeneous. This may induces the TMF difference.
Difference of TMF of TO tests for different grains
To illustrate the repeatability of TMF, the TO tests of the DW dynamic were conducted. Fig. 14(a)-(c) present the TO magnetic domain pattern at a magnetic field 25 A m À1 from the descending branch in grains 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Due to the large grain size in HGO steels, the magnetic domains in the cross section of the sample are laid in the same grain. Although the DW orientation changes when the sample is turned over, the domain patterns at the upper surface and lower surface have small difference at same magnetic field and stress.
The TMF values of TO tests for grains 1, 2, 3 under different loading are measured, and their correlations with stress were shown in Fig. 15 3.4. TMF for global stress characterization Fig. 17(a) shows the magnetization curves of the HGO electrical steel S1. With different applied stress, coercivity, remanent magnetization, hysteresis loss, maximum differential permeability and fitting average TMF value are normalized and presented in Fig. 17  (b) . Coercivity increases by 7.1% stress ranges from 0 MPa to 18.5 MPa and then decreases by 16.2% as stress increases to 61.5 MPa. As the stress is 0 MPa to 61.9 MPa, hysteresis loss and maximum differential permeability decrease monotonically by 17% and 61%, respectively. Coercivity, hysteresis loss and maximum differential permeability change with average slopes of 0.37% per MPa, 0.27% per MPa and 0.98% per MPa, respectively. Remanent magnetization decreases at low stress by 61.5% and beyond bout about 12.3 MPa it decrease 18.1%. The remanent magnetization reduces rapidly with an average slope of 3.3% per MPa as stress ranges from 0 MPa to 12.3 MPa. However, remanent changes slightly with an average rate of 0.38% per MPa when stress is in the range of 12.3-61.9 MPa. Coercivity and hysteresis loss cannot be used for evaluating stress because of low sensitivity. Remanent magnetization is effective in detecting small stress, but incapable of determining high stress. Average TMF increases by 89.4% when stress increases from 0 MPa to 61.9 MPa, and the increase is linear correlated with a slope of 1.44% per MPa. Compared with coercivity, remanent magnetization, hysteresis loss and maximum differential permeability, the average TMF has a wider variation range and good linear relationship behavior for applied global stress characterization. Furthermore, it provides more accurate assessment of small stress variation which improves the accuracy of mechanical degradation of engineering structures in operational plant.
Conclusion and future work
This work was performed to study the effect of tensile stress on magnetic 180°DWs dynamic behaviors in grain-oriented electrical steel without treatment based on MOKE combining with MOIF. S Nom -H curves considering the 180°DWs motion under different levels of stress were measured. The conclusions are drawn as follows: 1) Magnetic domain pattern observations have shown that applied tensile stress blocks the 180°DWs motion. Once all the 180°DWs displacement is completed, TMF appears at higher applied magnetic field strength with higher stress; 2) TMF is proposed for stress and local 180°DW dynamic characterizations in grain level. This new feature has a linear relationship with stress variation in each grain. However, the offsets and slopes of the linear fitting lines have slight differences for different grains. This may result from the grain orientation deviation, complex residual stress distribution; 3) The turn over measurement of DW dynamics illustrates good repeatability TMF against applied stress within the variation of 10% for the same grains; 4) Average TMF H th increases by 89.3% when the stress ranges 0-61.9 MPa. And the increase is linear with an average slope of 3.57 A m À1 per MPa. Compared with coercivity, remanent magnetization, hysteresis loss and maximum differential permeability, average TMF shows its better sensitivity and linearity to measure global applied stress and small stress variation. MOKE with the help of MOIF for mapping of GB and magnetic domains can be potentially used as a measure to assess the local stress concentration, microstress, residual stress, micro defect as well as quality control of materials without any treatment in real time. Understanding the interaction between 180°DWs dynamic behaviors and applied mechanical stress is important for the future development of high performance electro-magnetic materials. The shortcoming of MOKE plus MOIF system includes: (1) the MOIF used in this study can only be used in overview Kerr microscopy because of the relatively larger domain size in the MOIF; (2) Compared with MOKE technique for stress measurement, MOKE with MOIF method only considers the 180°DW motion process, and magnetic moment rotation process is unable to be determined.
Future research in conjunction with 180°DWs dynamics [33] will include: (1) Correlation between grain orientation and TMF will be further investigated to understand the difference Of TMF in different grains and their domain width measurements and influences including the additional domains that can be seen for the higher stress case rather than a change in domain width; (2) Residual stress distribution and intergranular microstress in each grain under the applied tensile stress will be explored through TMF features and their character; (3) The correlation between S Nom -H curves and macro B-H curves will be studied for micro and marco stress characterization. 
